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amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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safer
SAFER English word, augmentative derived from SAFE, safe, and means safer.

sagrado corazón de maría
SAGRADO HEART OF MARY In the seventeenth century the heart of Mary began to be venerated and the priest John
Eudes wrote the first works.  Pope Pius XII in May 1944, closing the celebration in honor of the Apparitions of Fatima,
instituted a feast to celebrate the Immaculate Heart of Jesus and set the date immediately after the feast of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus Jesus, as a way of recognizing that both hearts are inseparable and indivisible.  2 .  It is the name of
many schools around the Christian world.  While both celebrations are similar, Jesus's is called Sacred and Mary
Immaculate.'

sal y pimienta
SALT AND PIMIENTA allegory by flavorings, say of someone who excites, entertains, lifts spirits, is the heart of the
party. 

sala cuna
CRIB ROOM enclosure for working mothers to leave their babies in charge of kindergartens during the working day

sala fresca
COOL ROOM room with a low room temperature, but nice.  This is undoubtedly a typing error for FRESH SAUCE,
sauce that is not cooked, based on tomatoes, jalapeño chili, chopped onion and well chopped garlic. 

saladita
DIminutive SALADITA of SALADA that has excess salt . 

salafismo
SALAFISMO Salafist movement, radical Islamist movement associated with Sunnis, ultraconservative and wishing to
return to the traditions of salaf. 

salchichon de las tinieblas
SAUSAGE OF DARKNESS spelling error by SAUSAGE OF DARKNESS

salchichón de las tinieblas
SALCHICHÓN DE LAS TINIEBLAS Say of that person who belongs to a dark, gothico or visual key group with evident
overweight, and that the tight garments only put it even more in evidence. 

saldada
SALDADA f .  past participle of the verb SALDAR pay , cancel .   Paid, cancelled

saldaño
SALDAO comes from soldering Roman gold coin, whose plural was soldi.  year is a suffix that means in the time, in the
situation of .  Once in ancient times, ogaño now, in the present day.  Saldaño in the time of the soldiers, which can be of
soldiers or gold.  Another interpretation is oriented to the defeated armies, to which was decimated, that is, one in 10



was executed; the remaining would be the salodes, the soldiers now of the conquering army.

sales biliares
BILE SALTS residues from liver function.  They act in the duodenum, solubilized lipids and fat-soluble vitamins ingested
and, in this way, facilitating its digestion and absorption.  Eventually, they are involved in the generation of gallstones or
pebbles that accumulate in the gallbladder and bile duct, as well as in the liver itself. 

sali
SALI Spelling error by SALÍ , first singular form of verb SALIR .  1 .  Go out 2.  Get a position : I got elected, I came out
champion.

salinizacin
SPAM SALINIZATION

salir de prisa
LEAVE PRISA get out in a hurry, in a hurry.  Run away.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be rushing
out, running away

salir del cascarón
GET OUT OF THE SHELL leave the state of naivety or ignorance, become (a child or adolescent) active, to sexually. 

salir perdiendo
LOSE OUT touching the worst part ( in a transaction ) 

salir rumbo a
LEAVING RUMBO To start a journey in the direction of (a place) Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
to, travel to ,

salir salirse alguien de sus casillas
GET OUT OF YOUR BOXES WATCH OUT OF YOUR BOXES

salir todo mal
EXIT ALL BAD expression to describe a great failure in some task

salmonicultura
SALMONICULTURA technical salmon farming in industrial form

salonnière
SALONNIÉRE woman who ran a cultural hall in France from the sixteenth to the twentieth century, for the aristocracy
and lovers of art and beautiful letters, where it was talked about, public readings and concerts were held. 

salpingectomía
SALPINGECTOMY see SALPINGOTOMY



salpingotomía
SALPINGOTOMÍAf .  surgical treatment consisting of the opening of the fallopian tube and the removal of the tubal
ectopic pregnancy.  Tubal opening can also be performed in the treatment of obstructions of this organ, which are the
cause of sterility. 

salsa aromática
AROMATIC SALSA sauce made with aromatic herbs, such as thyme, oregano, rosemary, parsley, basil or mint. 

salsa dijon
SAUCE DIJON sauce made with Dijon mustard.  There are various recipes. 

salsa dijón
SAUCE DIJÓN dressing made from Dijon mustard (without accent, because it is the toponymic of a place in France
where this mustard originates).  Sauce prepared with Dijon mustard, olive oil and vinegar.  There are different versions,
such as one with Nestlé cream. 

salsa fresca
SALSA FRESCA Mexican sauce used to season tacos and other dishes.  It has the particularity that is prayed at home
and does not require cooking.  It is made from tomato, well-sliced garlic, finely chopped onion, jalapeño chili and other
yerbas. 

salsaromántica
SALSA ROMÁNTICA typing error by SALSA ROMÁNTICA, SALSA style musical piece that has a romantic or
love-related lyrics and rhythm. 

salta pa atras
SALTA PA ATRAS spelling error by SALTA PA BACK

salta pa atrás
SALTA PA BACK in Dominican Republic : person without future . 

salta pa&#39;l lado
SALTA PA'L SIDE verbal rejection locution, an order to gacerse aside : - I stay with the Juanita and you go out with
Veronica.  -Jump side! You went out with the best yesterday.  It's my turn today.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be sale pa 39 , llá , where did you see it?

saltacharco
SALTACHARCO insignificant person, of no importance.  2 .  Used in the plural is any trouser that when sitting or
standing shows the long socks by communion.

saltar la banca a la lotería
SKIP THE BANK TO THE LOTTERY.  In any game of chance jumping the bench means making the box bankrupt. 
Leave it without money to pay the bets, as the winning is higher than the house funds.  The Lottery is a game of chance
in which you have to hit the winning number to take the jackpot, usually a million-dollar set.  Today there are proposals
for lavish amounts of money but whose lotteries are limited to paying up to a percentage of the amount raised.  If they



have sold fewer numbers than planned it may happen that the proceeds will not be enough to pay the promised prize. 
Another case occurs in quinielas when many play at the same number and this one comes out the winner.

saltarse algo a la lotera
SKIP SOMETHING TO THE LOTERA Wrongly Written Phrase .  It was actually a hieroglyphic, but it was finally
discovered that it was.  It's about JUMPING THE BANK TO THE LOTER Watch TO SKIP THE BANK TO THE
LOTTERY.

salto antigénico
ANTIGENIC LEAP or antigenic change, is when two strains of the same virus or two or more different virus strains
combine forming a mixture of the surface antigens of the initial strains.  The antigen change differs from the antigen drift
which is the natural mutation of a virus over time, which causes the loss of immunity and the need for a new vaccine. 

saltocorto
SHORT LEAP (and not SHORT LEAP ) travel in the air shortly, which aims to overcome an obstacle and not get as far
as possible.

salud mental
MENTAL HEALTH behavioral state of the brain and nervous system .  2 Part of the medicine that deals with the health
of the brain and the entire nervous system. 

salud noble atleta
HEALTH NOBLE ATLETA Part of the costa Rican anthem to Juan Santamaría : Health, noble athlete!  Your glorious
namea people that is free acclaim him everywhere : a people who always fought courageously, for they know that it is
great, "whatever you", perish.

salvaconducto
SALVACONDUCTO phonetic deformation by SALVOCONDUCTO

salvar la plata
SAVE SILVER in Chile : get something worthwhile (within a mediocre or bad whole) 

salzburgesa
SALZBURGA person born or resident in the city of Salzburg, Austria. 

samblante
SAMBLANTE barbarism by SEMBLANTE

samid
SAMID, ALBERTO politician, refrigeration businessman, chess player, deputy and former vice president of the Central
Market of Buenos Aires argentina. 

samosa
SAMOSA triangular shaped dumpling, typical of South Asian cuisine: India, Pakistan and Tibet.  There are meat



samosas or keehma samosas and aloo samosas, potatoes or vegetarians.  They are eaten as snacks at any time of the
day, accompanied by a tea.  The ingredients for aloo samosa are: 4-5 medium potatoes, 110 g peas, 3 g coriander
seeds, vegetable oil, 1 medium onion, 10 g ginger, 2 - 3 chili peppers, 4 g curry powder, 1 teaspoon lime or lemon
juiceSalFor dough: 200 g flour6 g salt50 ml vegetable oil100 ml water

samosas
SAMOSAS plural of SAMOSA , South Asian dumpling : India , Pakistan and .  Tibet . 

sample
SAMPLE anglicism by SAMPLE

sanadresitos
Sanandresito film directed by Alessandro Angulo Andrés Parra, Verónica Orozco, Jimmy Vásquez, Felipe Botero de el
Año: 2012.  Original title: Sanandresito.  Sanandresito, a renowned commercial sector in Bogotá, where you will find
anything: from the sunglasses, the latest shoe

sanchar
SANCHAR in Mexico : Remove the boyfriend or girlfriend from a person. 

sanchismo
SANCHISMO in Spain : doctrine commanded by spanish government president Pedro Sánchez Pérez-Castejón .  He is
secretary of the PSOE, the Spanish socialist party. 

sanchista
SANCHISTA in Spain : belonging to the doctrine of Pedro Sánchez, President of the Government of Spain.  2 .  Person
in favor of Pedro Sánchez. 

sandboard
SANDBOARD English sand, sand and board board, board; board to glide through the dunes.

sandeces
SANDECES plural of tonteria sands, stupidity

sandía calada
SANDIA CALADA in Chile: that there is a guarantee of its capacity, security or solvency

sandwichito
SANDWICH DIminutive SANDWICH .  Sandwich that is made up of the middle bread markets from which all kinds of
pickles, cheeses, jams, meats, sardines, pate, honey, dressings, etc. are introduced.  to be serfid, in general, with your
hand and without service.

sangrado nariz
BLEEDING ( DE NARIZ nosebleed, usually caused by dryness, increased pressure, injury or sticking your finger in the
nose. 



sangrado nasal
NOSEBLEEDS see EPISTAXIS It is common among children and older adults.  It is produced by the rupture of the small
vessels that cover the inner membranes, often by dryness and irritation. 

sangrecilla
SANGRECILLA Dish of Peruvian gastronomy, better called SANGRECITA It is an entry that is prepared based on the
cooked blood of some animals such as the hen.

sangrecita
BLOODCITA.  Ptato of Peruvian origin based on cooked blood of animal origin, such as hen.  It has a multitude of
nutrients that help fight malnutrition and anemia. It has a delicious rex-

sanguango
SANGUANGO In middle America a person, usually corpulent, who behaves silly or dumb.

sanguche
SANGUCHE urban language by SANDWICH , sandwich

sanjones
SANJONES spelling error by ditches, plural of ZANJON, deep ditch through which water runs. 

sanos
SANOS plural of SANO Said of a person : That is good health , said : of a thing or food : what has no defect : healthy
teeth .

santa muerte
SANTA DEATH , in Mexico : Holy Death or Death is a popular figure who personifies death and who is a source of
worship and veneration. 

santiago papasquiaro
SANTIAGO PAPASQUIARO 1 .  The stage name of the Mexican poet José Alfredo Zendejas who published little in life
died in a car accident in 1998.  He founded the underrealist movement with his best friend Roberto Bolaño 2. In Mexico
Municipality of Durango, of 50 . 000 hb.

santo macarro
SANTO MACARRO game in the others are going to paint a person's face, losing the first one that is alloyed, who then
happens to replace the painted

sapear
SAPEAR observe subreptitiously, be at the downsager, water

sapiens
SAPIENS from Latin , who knows .  Humans are a species of primate belonging to the hominid family, scientifically
called homo sapiens 2.  Sapiens book of the trilogy of Yuval Harari on the human being, his past, present and future.  3 .



 Vegan restaurant in avda .  Italy 1206 , Santiago

sapiron
SAPIRON name generated of the deformation of sapito and that forms the name SAPITO SAPIRON , company located
in Parque Urbanización las Huertas , 0 , 35450 , Santa María de Guía , Las Palmas de Gran Canaria , Spain .  It has no
special meaning in itself.

sapo de micro
MICRO TOAD in Chile : people who were in the bus stops and by a few coins informed the drivers how many minutes
they were from the previous bus of the same route. 

saposaurio
SAPOSAURIO in Colombia : tell yourself about a very large vagina or vulva 2.  Game video game. Com! where
Saposaur, a mutant toad, is the only hope of saving the world from harm done by humans. 

saque nulo en el tenis
NULL SAQUE ( IN THE TENIS ) service that touches the net as it crosses towards the opposing sector of the court.  Net
, which means network in English is a synonym. 

saracuhate
SARACUHATE Alouatta pigra saraguato negro, Guatemalan black howler monkey or Guatemalan saraguato is a
platyrrhine primate from Central America.  It is found in Belize, Guatemala, Mexico and some parts of Honduras,
occupying the Yucatan Peninsula, Campeche and jungles of the states of Tabasco and Chiapas. ?

sarambiche
SARAMBICHE Anglilicism insult coming from sun of a bitch, you son of a bitch. 

sarandaja
SARANDAJA female form derived from serondo .  In the Canary Islands, Colombia, Honduras and Venezuela Vile and
Despicable Person.  In Nicaragua : Quirky clothing.

saravilla
SARAVILLA Spelling Error by WONDER 2 .  Phonetic contraction of the proper name Sara Villa , Sara Villar , Sara
Villanueva , or similar

sarcstico
SPAM SARCSTIC

sargento de hierro
IRON SARGENTO 1986 film, directed and orotagonized by Clint Eastwood, in which the sergeant of the Korean and
Vietnam Wars returns to the United States on a mission to turn a group of disincentive soldiers into true Marines.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be the solitary warrior, heartbreak ridge

sarnar



SARNAR Acquire or spread with scabies to another person.

sarnear
SARNEAR Infect, spread with scabies

sars
SARS: Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome , SARS ) or Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome is the name assigned to
the type of coronavirus that causes a severe form of pneumonia

sasias
SASIAS misspelling by SACIAS second person singular of the present indicative verb SACIAR

satanista
Satanist satan worshipper or member of some sect that idolizes Satan and has satanic rites and rituals. 

satanizadoz
SATANIZED spelling error by SATANIZED .  SEE SATANIZED

satanozado
SATANOZADO spelling error by SATANIZED, which has spread malevolent and false information regarding something
or someone.

saurópodo
SAUROPODo infraorder of the sauropodomorph dinosaurs, which inhabited the entire planet, including Antarctica, in the
Triassic period to the late Cretaceous. 

saux
SAUX French word, corresponding to a commune that is 13 , 5 Km from Lourdes .  In the 7th century it was called Salix,
meaning willow in Latin; it was renamed Saux in the 11th century, but then Sauz in 1080.  Then it has changed more
times of name : Salices in the eleventh century and Saud in 1208 .  2 .  Name of a former English footballer, Graeme Le
Saux 3.  Name of a cinematographer Yorick Le Saux 4.  Christophe Le Saux, extraordinary French cyclist, UTA
champion in 2018.

savoir-faire
SAVOIR-FAIRE, French expression that, like savoir-vivre has become universalized in the Western world; SAVOIR,
know and FAIRE, do.  Textually, know how to do, that is, act intelligently and wisely in the face of new or unexpected
situations, keeping calm, good judgment and criteria. 

sazonamiento
SEASONing dressing, action of giving more flavor to the food dishes. 

sábana de sonido
SOUND SHEET SONIC sheet translation error, with Japanese anime Sonic design.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be sonic sheet



sábana sonic
SONIC SHEET SECOND TIME THAT I DEFINE THIS EXPRESSION Sheet and bedding for children's beds with
impressions of Sonic, a character who has the ability to run at supersonic speeds, hence his name, but who has evolved
and today can go faster than light, although this is physically impossible, because when he reaches that speed his mass
would become pure energy. 

sábila
ABILA Aloe .  View [Aloe

sábilas áloes
SAVLASLOES plural of aloe or aloe .  It is a perennial plant with large elongated and fleshy leaves, with slightly toothed
edges, green and white veins, usually at the edges.  It has multiple uses and the pharmaceutical industry produces to
treat small skin burns and as antibacterials against herpes.

sábilas áloes
SAVE THEM ERROR because they are synonymous .  See ALOE VERA, a plant for medicinal use and very attached
for facial and hair beauty treatments.  It produces a clear gel and a yellow latex.  aloe vera is the scientific name and has
no accent. 

sáliba
ABILA of the Arabic sabaila which means bitter.  Plant in Arabia and Northeast Africa.

sándwich holandés
DUTCH SANDWICH tax avoidance strategy (legal evasion) used by American multinationals to minimize the payment of
corporate taxes. 

scaleup
SCALEUP anglilicism by SCALA , are those entrepreneurs who departed as STARTUPs and who aim to expand to
entrepreneurs and reach new markets, better products and new customers. 

scattering
SCATTERING in physics, phenomenon of reflection and refraction, of the different frequencies of waves when
traversing a material.  It is important in the packaging industry where the different luminous frequencies are prevented
from penetrating the polymer (PET) without being altered, so that transparency is maximum, for which the
thermoforming technique plays a fundamental function, since sudden cooling prevents crystals from fully conforming,
thus avoiding scattering or spreading. 

schedule
SCHEDULE program, in the sense of being planned.  SCHEDULER person who planned SCHEDULE who is on the
assigned scheduleOFF SCHEDULE who is behind schedule

schnauzer
SCHNAUZER Germanism that comes from schnauze, HOCICO, rekacionadk with SCHNAUZBART, schnauze beard,
and SCHNURBART, moustache, because his beard starts at the top of his snout.  Its origins date back to the s. XV in
Wurtemberg, Germany. 



scratch
SCRATCH verbatim, scratch.  Figuratively, zero, nothing. 

scroll
SCROLL screen roll, roll up or down, scroll up and scroll down, move a list or object up or down. 

scuba
SCUBA anglilicism by oxygen equipment for diving

scuba dive
SCUBA DIVE grammatical error of the English expression SCUBA DIVING

scuba diving
SCUBA DIVING English expression SCUBA, acronym for Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus and DIVING,
Diving; designates underwater diving carried out with apparatus and without surface support to breathe underwater. 

scum
SCUM anglicism for garbage, waste.  Residual material resulting from the casting of metals, slag.  Figuratively
detestable person, person of bad living

se cae
SE CAE Expression that a communications line, an electrical or telephone connection is no longer active.  2 . It FALLS
the program or the operating system, the process, is when it stops working and stops IT FALLS FROM MADURO
adverbial expression denoting that something is very obviousthe of the CHAIR is surprised, it is astonished

se dío cuenta
IT IS ACCOUNT Spelling Error BY ACCOUNT .  The monosyllables were, saw and gave do not wear an accent for more
than 65 years.  verbal locution means perceived, he noticed.

se enteró
FOUND OUT he knew

se fueron
( they, ace )  THEY ARE Preterite indefinite third plural person of the verb leave 1 .  Leave , leave a place 2 .  Finish,
reach the climax masturbating or having sex.

se le queda la patita atrás
HE IS LEFT THE LITTLE DUCK BEHIND he burns the rice, he is homosexual, he is faggot

se me chispoteo
Chispotear is a colloquial term for getting confused, wrong, distracted or misled.

se opone



OPONES third singular person present of verb oponer .  DIcho of a person : That is against, who refuses to say one
thing or idea : that he is against or that he is confronted with another.

se producirán
Product products WILL BE PRODUCED : A situation will be manufactured : [events , things]

se va a enterar hasta el lucero del alba
IT WILL FIND OUT UNTIL THE DAWN STAR will know everyone, it will be in the public domain. 

seat
SEAT car brand.  2 .  Seat, in English. 

sebiche o seviche
SEBICHE OR SEVICHE neither one nor the other.  The correct spelling is CEVICHE

secanina
SECANINA Pseudonym of a Bahian, Brazilian who has an instagram page called @seca . girl in which she publishes
(2021) as she has dropped 17 kilos from 70 to 63. 

seco
SECO dry 2. in urban speaking someone who is excellent in a specific way. Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be extraordinario, extraordinary, awesome, bacán

sectoriado
Sectorized SECTOR, by sector .  Divided into sectors.

sectorializar
SECTORIALIZAR separate in sectors

secularismo
SECULARISM thought and behavior that is alien to the religious spirit and thinking and has no clerical orders or relation
to its activities. 

securitización
SECURITIZATION Methodical implementation of security and protection systems. 

securizar
SECURIZAR Increase the surveillance and security (of a place, person or object) 

sedimentos
PLURAL SEDIMENTS of SEDIMENTo read or erased that is deposited on the bottoms of rivers, seas, grasses, pots,
teapots and also on other surfaces such as dentasuras.



sege
SEGE local government office of San Luis de Potosí, in Mexico

seguir con lo mismo
( You're going to )  FOLLOW WITH THE SAME adverbial phrase denoting weed, annoyance of the repetition of a
situation.

segunda dama
SECOND DAMA Being the first lady the woman who accompanies the president or highest male ruler of a nation nation,
the second lady is the one who accompanies the vice president or second in the rank of government, if he is a man. 

segunda tierra
SECOND EARTH An analogue to Earth is a planet with conditions similar to those found on Earth, and that could
contain life similar to that of our planet.  2 .  Film ( 2011 ) 

segunda vuelta
SECOND ROUND Balotage or balotage .  Go to the polls for the second time, now between the first two majority. 

seguros
INSURANCE pl .  deSEGURO[/| E], physical protection placed on doors, windows and the like, to prevent the
penetration of unwanted persons or animals.  2 .  Contract against risk of loss that is paid periodically in the event that it
occurs, the own damages and, eventually, of third parties are covered. 

según las malas lenguas
ACCORDING TO THE BAD LANGUAGES Expression to say that you have heard what below will be reported, without
having a certain verification, or possibility to check what will be secured.  This is generally negative information, of
unknown origin.

segway
SEGWAY electric two-wheel skateboard without support bar (Smart balance) or with bar (scooter) 

seitán
SEITAN wheat gluten-based food is used in vegetarian diets where it competes with tofu and tempeh, all foods high in
protein. 

seitán
SEITAN wheat gluten-based food is used in vegetarian diets where it competes with tofu and tempeh, all foods high in
protein. 

seleccionable
SELECTABLE that belongs to the group from which you can choose ( for something ) 

selen
SELEN stage name of pornographic actress Luce Caponegro, born in Rome in 1966.  He worked between 1992 and



2000. 

selencio
SELENCIO spelling error by SILENCIO or BY SELENIO

selenizar
SELENIZARAlAl .  Colonize the Moon.  Selene was the goddess of the Moon which has derived in terms such as
Selenite, moon dweller, and other related ones.

selfies
SELFIES pl .  of SELFIE

selk&#39;nam
Patagonian indigenous SELK'NAM that became extinct at the end of the 20th century were annihilated by Chilean
landowners who offered a payment for each head, which led to a real genocide

sello personal
PERSONAL SEAL In the Middle Ages documents issued by authorities or persons of abolengo and financiers wore a
lacquer with the seal of the issuer that was unique, usually its ring of bronze or gold, and distinguished it and allowed to
recognize as legitimate the document.  Today it is said to bear the seal for something that has someone's unique and
personal attribute.  Another way of saying is (that) has the personal seal

selvatizado
SELVATIZED 1 .  that foliage has become profuse, like in the jungle.  2 .  that has gone wild, where it applies the law of
the strongest.  3 .  That civilization has been disappearing. 

semblantes
SEMBLANTES plural de SEMBLANTE

sembradas
Female SEMBRADAS , plural of SEMBRADO 1 .  cultivated land, plant 2.  Participle of the verb SEMBRAR . 

semejantes
SIMILAR 1 .  Similar Those copies of pictures are similar, but not the same.  2 .  Proportional.  Equilateral squares and
triangles are always all similar to each other. 3 .  Living beings of the same genus.  You must love your fellows.

sementeras
SEMENTERAS plural of SEMENTERA

semi hibridación
SEMI-HYBRIDIZATION that does not reach a true process of HYBRIDIZATION

semi-mate



SEMI-MATTE error by semiopaque, SEMIMATE, intermediate tone between bright and opaque.  In Spanish prefixes are
not separated with a hyphen as it happens in English. 

semiabandonada
SEMIABANDONADO , To that it is with minimal or insignificant care.

semiabandonar
SEMIABANDONAR stop taking care of and protecting something that is own. 

semialegre
SEMIALEGRE half cheerful, half serious

semialgre
SEMIALGRE misspelling by SEMIALEGRE

semiautobiográfica
SemiAUTOBIOGRAPHICal female semi-AUTOBIOGRAPHIC , partially written by who is the protagonist of the narrative.

semiautobiográfico
SEMIAUTOBIOGRAPHIC work on a person that is not fully realized by herself, who has the collaboration of a
professional writer or an oeriodist, for example.  2 .  Novel biographical work, which is partially reliable and partially
fictional. 

semiautónomo
SEMI-AUTONOMOUS that can operate independently, but requires some external support, possibly to depart, recharge
or stop

semiautónomo, na
SEMIATONOMO , which can be directed or governed by itself, but is not absolutely sovereign, but there are instances
where it must be subordinated to an external authority or control or greater than its own.  When it comes to machines we
can assimilate the term with semi-automatic, a . 

semiárida
SEMI-ARID that is on its way to desertification. 

semicabrio
SEMICABRIO spelling error by SEMICABRO

semicabrío
SEMI-COLD semi-dedescapotable car, name that comes from english semi cabriolet or cabrio coach.  The ceiling of
non-metallic convertibles is often called a cabrio. 



semicerrar
SEMICERRAR entreabrir , leave closed halfway

semiconcentrar
SEMICONCENTRAR concentrate ( is ) halfway

semidiferencia
SEMIDIFERENCIA In english would be 
 SEMIDIFFERENCE, probably an unexistent word in both languages. According to the greek roots, it means half of the
difference. Semi has also the meaning of nearly as but not equal as, or not exactly equal as, but just similar as, such as
in semihard

semidotado
SEMI-ENDOWED that has incomplete facilities 2 .  Who does not have the normal skills 3 .  Man who has little sexual
capacity

semierecta
SEMIRECTA in reference to the penis, which is not totally hard or stopped, product of the previous ejaculation or that
has not come to fill the corpora cavernosa with blood due to lack of sufficient irrrugation or sexual excitement or some
pathology. chronicle. 

semies
SEMIES , plural of SEMI , English word meaning , medium , half , like the Spanish prefix .  2 .  SEMI is a Tesla truck
model, which has four independent electric motors and provides high power at a minimum consumption per kilometer
traveled.  3 .  One of the two matches of a tournament that will decide which competitors move to the finals. 4 .  Medium,
half-baked :

semiesconder
SEMIESCONDER camouflage, leave it moderately visible (something or someone) 

semifestiva
SEMIFESTIVE, A that is half serious and half in jest.  It has a degree of fun.

semifestivo
SEMIFESTIVO medium in jest and half seriously

semificcion
SEMIFICATION spelling error by SEMIFICATION

semificción
SEMIFICATION in literature or film : narrative that is fiction, but which cintes a lot of reality. 

semiintegrado
SEMIINTEGRADO Said of a person : that it has been incorporated into a group or society but is partially integrated .  2



Said of an electronic circuit: it has parts that belong to the card but are welded to it and are not part of the initial
integration constitution, such as a capacitor, a resistor or a fuse.

semilibertad
SEMILIBERTAD condition of having limited freedoms .

semillero frentiblanco
WHITE-FRONTED CAPUCHIN PRIMATES SOURCE OF WHITE-FRONTED WHITE-FRONTED ZEBUS ALBIFRONS ,
ENDEMIC TO BRAZIL , BOLIVIA , COLOMBIA , VENEZUELA , ECUADOR AND PERU . 

semioficial
SEMIOFICIAL that is unofficial, but you have visions of becoming official.

semiolímpica
SEMIO-MPIC which has half the Olympic distance. 

semiolímpico
SEMI-OLYMPIC that does not reach the category and Olympic standard.  Use for pools half the length of the Olympic
ones. 

semiopaco
SEMIOPACO tonality between bright and opaque

semiparalizar
SEMI-PARTIALIZE produce partial immobility (of the body or a part of it) 

semipeatonal
SEMIPEATONAL which is partly pedestrianized, and partly not.  It may be because there are sections where you can
not walk or because the track has a pedestrian part and a part for another type of transport, such as skates and
scooters. 

semipeatonalización
SEMIPEATONALIZACIÓN conversion of a public road in a partial way to be used by people on foot.  It can be a
pedestrian use during certain hours of high flow or a shared use by pedestrians, but also by others, such as skaters, for
example. 

semiterminado
SEMITERMINADO industrial product that is sold without finishing, to be customized by the customer : I bought a
semi-finished apartment. 

semivacío
SemiVACO semillene, occupied at half its capacity. 



sempre pianissimo
SEMPRE PIANISSIMO Italianism forever very slow

senda aeróbica
SENDA AEROBIC path specially built for running, jogging or walking, with intermediate stations for arm, leg and
abdominal exercises, outdoors. 

senior consultant
SENIOR CONSULTANT of CONSULTANT, consultant in English.  In general 3 levels of expertise are defined in a
position or profession : junior or apprentice, normal and senior or expert.  SENIOR CONSULTANT is a consultant of the
highest fat of knowledge and experience.

senito
NEW (and not SENITO) In Mexico, the generic child is used to name a woman who is unaware of her marital status.  
Beckon, sign and sign define the same thing.  Little boy is still a diminutive of sen, to say miss or lady.  according to the
lady referred.

sensaciones
Plural SENSATIONS of SENSATION

sensib
SENSIB Thai Massage Technique 2 .  in Chile: type of detergent of the OMO brand

sensibles
SENSIBLE plural SENSITIVE 1 .  You sense sensations 2 .  What is fragile, delicate

sentido del ridículo
SENSE OF RIDICULE awareness of what is the product of mockery and rejection

sentido figurado
FIGURED SENSE That a literary figure is being used.  that words are not used in their usual sense, but they mean
something else.  For example, A material, solid element is used in THE ALLEGORY to represent a "more good than
bread" concept

sentir un dolor muy fuerte
FEEL A VERY STRONG PAIN to have a deep suffering either of the soul, for example by the loss of a loved one, or
physical, such as being a heart attack. 

sentirse
FEEL reflective form of the verb FEEL 1 .  Experience a sensation 2.  Experience a humiliation : felt because I did not
invite him to the marriage.

sentirte como
FEEL LIKE.  It relates to exemplify for a better understanding of the one who listens or reads, of how the person is



feeling, whether physically or psychologically.  I feel like balls would be a euphemism to express how bad it feels
psychologically or physically.  I feel like dazed, doctor expresses a physical discomfort that is not known or can't be
clearly described.

señálenla
SIGN INthe pronominal form of the third plural form of the imperative mode of the verb SEÑALAR , indicate , highlight ,
emphasize , syndicate .

señudo
UNDERCOAT spelling error by frown or frown, especially if you frown. 

separadoras
SEPARATORS, feminine, plural of SEPARATOR that departs, which moves away

separasor
SEPARASOR SPAM BY SEPARATOR

septagenario
SEPTAGENARIO that is between seventy and eighty years old.  Similarly, OCTOGENARIO is who (or what) is between
eighty and ninety years old.

septentrinal
SEPTENTRIONAL ( and not SEPTENTRINAL ) Owned or relative to the north .  .

sepulcros
SEPILCRO TOMB plural SEPULCROS, burial

sepulturas
SEPULTURAS , plural of SEPULTURA : Bury action .  2 .  Place dug into the ground, or raised above it, in which a
corpse is deposited permanently 3.  [today very rare] Place of the church where relatives deposit floral offerings for their
deceased

ser abundante
BE ABUNDANT to be generous in quantity

ser agua pasada
BE WATER PAST Situation overcome, thing of the past, thing already forgotten, no longer be subject.  Euphemism that
alludes to the water of a river, which once it flowed will not return.

ser antipático
BE ANTI-TRAVEL Not to be sensitive for other people's pain.  of Latin anti-con and pathein feel.  It is the anonymity of
being EMPTIC, being SYMPATHETIC to be annoying, unpleasant, heavy, hateful, repulsive, repellent, unpleasant.



ser autodisciplinado
BE SELF-DISCIPLINE Set a plan, work order, life, study voluntarily and follow or attempt to do so, without deviating or
entertaining.

ser condescendiente
BE CONDESCENDING to be benevolent, accept mistakes or failures, accept and bear with pleasure

ser correcto
BE CORRECT Always act in accordance with established standards of conduct, with urbanity and ethics

ser discreto
BE DISCREET expression that means to keep in reserve, not to make something public knowledge, to act with care

ser el mejor en algo
BE THE BEST IN SOMETHING Be the Champion, be the first of its kind

ser el punto de mira
Be the crosshairs.  1 .  Be the goal of a plan or project, to which it is aiming to arrive.  2 , Point to where the firearm is
directed as seen by the sight of the firearm.

ser el quid de la cuestión
BE THE CRUX OF THE MATTER the crux is the stone, the center, the marrow; most important issue (of a topic) 

ser grosero
BE GROSERO to speak or act in a soezing way, with lack of education and respect.  Be disrespectful, unhaboly,
ill-mannered. 

ser lameculos
BE LAMECULES see LAMECULES, flatterer, scraper

ser legal
BE LEGAL be permitted by the rules.  Be valid.

ser poco analítico
BE UNPRO ANALYTICAL.  Be shallow.  Don't think deeply.  Handle a situation superficially, without deepening.

ser respetado
BE RESPECTED.  Said of a person or entity : Receive the consideration and respect of others, be willingly or forcibly
abided by the orders or suggestions that it imparts.  2 .  Thing to abide by or not to be followed

ser servicial
BE SERVICIAL Have the willingness to serve, to attend to the wishes of others.  Be attentive.  Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions may be attentive, be gentlemanly, be willing



ser un caso
Problematic or troubled person. A person that is out of the norm.

ser un don nadie
BE A DON NOBODY Derogatory expression to refer to someone who has no social figuration. 

ser un pela gatos
BE A PELAGATOS (and don't peel cats) be a poor devil, be a person who brings little or nothing

ser un petardo
BE A FIRECRACKER 1.  Being a boring, heavy person.  2 .  Be ugly or unpleasant of presence.

ser un plomo
BE A PLOMO be heavy in blood, be unsy charming, burdening

ser una gallina
Being a ( a) chicken : Being a coward

ser una y carne
BE A AND CARNE Watch BE A NAIL AND CARNE, Nail and Grime

ser uña y carne
BE UÑA AND CARNE Be cronies, be very close, be complicit or partners.

ser uña y mugre
BE UÑA AND MUGRE Have (2 or more people) an endearing friendship, as close as the grime that meets under the
nail, with this one.

seremi
SEREMI in Chile: SEcretaría REgional MInisterial 2 .  The person who directs the secretariat.  Each ministry, in each
region, is assigned a Seremi. 

seremonia
SEREMONIA Spelling error by CEREMONY Solemn act as opening or closing ceremony .

serenarse
SERENARSE Calm down, calm down.  Returning to a state of calm

sereque
SEREQUE in Mexico : agutí , rodent dd 26 to 46 cms .  2 to 3 kgs.  weight. 

seres



BEINGS pl .  of the sust .  SER, any animal or entity that is born, lives and dies

sergio antonio aldana hinzpeter
Sergio antonio aldana hinzpeter spam

seriefilia
SERIEFILIA Addiction to television series

seriefilo
SERIEFILO spelling error by SERI-FILO , which is addicted to TV series or streaming

seriéfila
SERI-FILA women of SERI-FILO, lover of teleseries

seriéfilo
SERIFILO addicted to TV series

seriing
SERIING by typo has been written Colonel Seriing instead of SERLING by Colonel Nathan Serling who destroys a tank
of his own in the Iraq war and returns home in Valor under fire (1996).   2 .  It can refer, similarly, rod Serling, who
directed the famous series "The twilight zone", since 1959.  4 .  An unproven assumption, I clarify so that my colleague
Furoya does not reprimand me, could be an urban locution for watching channel serials continuously and persistently: I
lock myself up for days to do seriing on Netflix.  5 .  There are several companies named SERING around the world,
since it is a common contraction of Engineering Services. 

seriola
SERIOLA genus of persiform marine fish in the carangidae family

serogrupo
SEROGROUP Group sharing a common antigen.  Set of variants within a species of microorganisms that are
antigenically closely related

serpeante
Meandering SERPEANT, which takes shape from the body of a snake

serpiente de coral
CORAL SNAKE one of the most venomous snakes in America although it is not so dangerous for humans because it
requires biting the entire body of the victim.  It is characterized by having a skin made up of colored rings many of which
are red or similar

serpientes
SNAKES pl .  of SNAKE



serruchar el piso
SERRUCHAR THE FLOOR.  Said of a person : They conspire against him, who do their best to make it go wrong, they
fire him from his work.   Supposedly, with the floor sawn, it will yield and lose its position.  Typical of those that happen
to those who have large positions.

sersiorar
ensuring AND not sersire means making sure you're right.

servel
SERVEL in Chile : Electoral Service, a state body responsible for the administration of election elections and for holding
back results or reporting disputes.  In addition, because the Chilean State pays parties per vote obtained, it must
account for and audit the expenses incurred by them. 

servicer
SERVICER anglilicism by SERVICE PROVIDER; you can be a plumber, electrician or an insurance policy seller.  The
range is very wide. 

servicio digital
DIGITAL SERVICE attention to users or customers through networks or cell phones. 

servicio online
ONLINE SERVICE providing assistance through the networks that is performed when a person contacts a medium that
meets queries and requirements. 

servicio técnico
TECHNICAL SERVICE repair shop for equipment, devices, systems, machines and all kinds of technology. 

servilletón
Augmentative NAPKIN of napkin.  This could be called a gender napkin that is placed on the neck as a breastplate to
eat lobster or another dish that can easily stain the shirt or jacket. 

seseante
SESEANTE pronouncing the phoneme s , c or zeta with some phonephone, when it is followed by e or i . 

sesentayochista
SESENTAYOCHISTA person who is of adequate age to have participated in the French leftist and answering movement
of May 1968, which was represented in the New Age movement and the approach to anarchism.  Today it has become
a pejorative term to designate the baby boom generation, narcotics and hedonistic[/E[s, adherents to the consumer
society. 

sesentera
SESENTERO , A who is over 60 years old and less than seventy. 

sesentoso



SESENTOSO sesentón , which has sixtyy so many , less than seventy

seseoning
SESEONING spelling error by SEASONING, slinging, seasoning

seta de san jorge
SETA DE SAN JORGE Calocybe gambosa without .  Tricholoma georgii L .  , commonly known as perrechico,
perretxiko or spring mushroom is a basidiomycete fungus of the family Lyophyllaceas. ?

setentañero
SEVENTY-eighty who is between the ages of seventies and eighty

seteo
SETEO anglilicism to be established , fix

seudo festividad
PSEUDO-HOLIDAY grammatical error by PSEUDOFRSTIVIDAD or PSEUDOFESTIVIDAD, because in Spanish, unlike
English the prefixes are joined to the main word, except when the noun rs a proper noun, as in anti-Evo. 

seudocristiano
Pseudo, false and Christian pseudo, false and Christian, professing the faith of Christ.  It is said of those who go to Mass
and breastfeeds asking forgiveness for the sins committed, but once he leaves the church he forgets the Christian
principles that faith instills.

seudotractor
SEUDOTRACTOR machine that resembles in form or functionality a tractor. 

seventies
SEVENTIES anglicism to express oneself on the SEVENTIES or in the SEVENTY-SO YEARS of a person

sewer
SEWER anglicism by sewer .  draining from dishwashers, sinks and other appliances that use water in the home. 

sexo adicta
SEX ADICTA Nymphomaniac, nymphomaniac, hot

sexo anal
ANAL SEX sexual intercourse in which there is penetration through the anus. 

sexo-afectivo
SEX-AFFECTIVE sexual relationship with involvement of reciprocal feelings of affection between two (or even more)
people.  As opposed to SEX-PLACENTERO in that affections are not involved but only sexual desire and desire to
obtain pleasure, sometimes even regardless of the pleasure of the couple. 



sexoadicta
FEMALE SEXADICTA of SEXADICTO , person whose desire to have sex is predominantly giving him great pleasure.  It
can be vicious, becomes sick. 

sexoadicto
SEXADDICT Person who likes to have unlimited sex, as often as possible.

sexoafectivo
SEXAFECTIVE Person who likes the affective sex .  Person who is addicted to sex for love and not pleasure.

sexodisidencia
SEXDISIDENCE Quality of being against the rejection of sexual discrimination, for example lustful or sexist advertising,
the attack on LGBTI groups, the highlight of sexuality in various human activities.

sexogenerica
SEXGENERICA spelling error by SEXGENRICOrelative to sex and gender .  Sex depends on how you were born, but
gender is a social learning. 

sexomaníaca
FEMALE SEXMANIAC of SEXMANIAC, which has a sick fixation by sexual intercourse. 

sexomaníaco
SEXMANIAC person obsessed with sex and who lives thinking and pretending to have sex. 

sexoservidora
SEXSERVIDORA Meretriz, geisha, woman who provides sexual pleasure to men and women. 

sexófilo
SEXOPHILE who loves sex

sexs
SEXS typing error by SEX, or SEXES if it is male and female, whose plural is equally SEX when we talk about sexual
relations, both in English and In Spanish: I have had too much sex lately.  Lately , I have been having too much sex . 

sexshop
SEXSHOP anglilicism by EROTIC STORE .  Place where erotic articles, sex toys and the like are issued. 

sexto mandamiento
SIXTH COMMANDMENT used colloquially allegory to 'thou shalt not commit adultery' i.e., "do not sleep with
another/other"

sexualizar
SEXUALIZE Confer sexual character or meaning (to something) 



sé más recatada
BE MORE RESCUED Instruction or order given to a woman who is being impudent, showing a lot of skin or intimate
parts.

sérum
SERUM (again) low density substance for facial and capillary cosmetological application, allowing it to quickly penetrate
the deeper layers of the skin.  It is not a moisturizer nor is it greasy like cream. 

shading
SHADING anglilicism meaning shading, shading 2 .  Cosmetological procedure consisting of depositing a pigment
annually in the basal layer of the epidermis.  Another MICROPIGMENTATION procedure is then used in which
skin-colored pigments are introduced and produced by spectacular eyebrows. 

shadowing
SHADOWING anglilicism for the learning task of a new worker from an organization or company who, in the shadow of
an experienced person, stands by his side to learn the functions

shady
SHADY of shade , shade; suspicious, gloomy Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be gloomy,
depressive, spoiler, negative

shagra
SHAGRA own growing system of the binational and panamanian region of the Knot of pastures, Colombian-Ecuadorian
territory that considers the participation of mother land, seeds, types of crops, mingas ancestral knowledge, exchanges,
Andean calendars, Andean cycles. 

shah
SHAH Rey, head of government of Persia, today Iran.  Title that was copied by some Muslim states, such as the
Ottoman Empire and Mughal, as padishah. 

shakedown
SHAKEDOWN from English To SHAKE , batir , means CHANTAJEAR , EXTORSIONAR

shale gas
SHALE GAS This is a hydrocarbon gas that is commonly confused with SHALE OIL because GAS is used to refer to
benzine.  It is found in fine-grained sedimentary formations. 

shale oil
SHALE OIL oil derived from bituminous shale, very abundant in the United States, where the world's largest reserves
are.  Its operating cost is higher than that of traditional oil.  Shale is called the shale rock under which the hydrocarbon is
located. 

shambo
ShamBO Benefit in the Hindu religion.  SHIVA means pure consciousness.  SHIVA SHAMBO is the pure
consciousness, the destroyer of the human ego, destroyer of human ignorance, which allows to recover your pure



consciousness.

shamisén
SHAMISN Japanese musical instrument similar to a banjo but square and flat box.  It comes from a Chinese instrument
called sanxian (three strings) that appeared in the 13th century during the Yuan dynasty.  From there it passed to
Ryukyu (Okinawa) and then to all of Japan. 

shaper
SHAPER 1 .  Molder 2 .  Filler 3 .  Au

sharing car
SHARING CAR Auto Anglilicism to Share .  Temporary use of vehicle by lease, usually for one hour. 

sharpiana
SHARPIANA female relative to or belonging to Jorge SHARP , lawyer and mayor of Vaparaíso , Chile

sharpiano
SHARPIANO concerning Jorge Sharp Fajardo, a Chilean lawyer and politician who triumphed in the elections for mayor
of Valparaiso with a national majority and who belonged to the far-left party Social Convergence.  2 .  sharp anglilicism,
sharp

sheerios
SHEERIOS Fans and, also, page dedicated to fans of English singer Ed Christopher Sheeran

shéparin
SHEPARIN Juan Carlos Valdivieso, @sheparin on twitter dssde June 2011 . 

shigra
SHIGRA quichuismo which means "Bag or talega woven with net point" .  The material with which they manufacture it,
the Ecuadorian indigenous usually, is the jarcia, or cabuyo fiber.  This custom is associated with the woman who is the
one who we weeds. 

shigras
SHIGRAS in Ecuador: plural of SHIGRA, quechuismo by bag or talego made of threads of different colors. 

shiitake
SHIITAKE edible mushroom brown and intense aroma originating in East Asia.  It is more dehydrated than fresh and is
added to soups, scrambles and other dishes to give them more flavor. 

shin-to
SHIN-TO chinism meaning path of the gods, which gives rise to the words Shintoism and Shintoism, to differentiate
Japan's religion from Buddhism.  Shintoism is syncretic and adopted much of Chinese Buddhism. 



shindig
SHINDIG derived from shinty, noisy dispute, and in turn from a type of hockey that was also called shinny, slang by
party Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be party, party, feast, festival, fete

shinga
SHINGA In Guatemala Eraser of coffee

shinobi
Japanese SHINOBI trained in martial arts and non-traditional ways of making war, which included murder, sabotage,
guerrilla warfare, espionage and any way to destabilize the enemy. 

shippeo
SHIPPEO anglicism derived from SHPPING, dispatch, from the verb TO SHIP , dispatch (originally send on a ship , (
SHIP ) ) ; Sending an envelope, bag, package or package by means that provides mailing or delivery services. 

shock económico
ECONOMIC SHOCK would allege to physiological shock in that lack of blood supply ( shock) stops the functioning of a
vital organ or system, at risk of death.  A social phenomenon can be so negative that it temporarily and completely
blocks economic development, and even pushes it back, constituting a shock to the economy of the country or region. 

shock obstructivo
OBSTRUCTIVE SHOCK A SHOCK is the anomalous and circumstantial inability to provide sufficient perfusion of
oxygenated blood and substrates to tissues.  One of the 5 types of organic shocks that a body can suffer, in addition to
the 1 HYPOVOLEMIC SHOCK, 2.  CARDIOGENIC SHOCK , 3 .  DISTRIBUTIVE SHOCK and 4 .  DISSOCIATIVE
SHOCK .  Obstructive is caused by a mechanical obstruction of ventricular outflow, which may be due to congenital or
acquired failures. 

shockeada
SHOCKEADO , Participle of the verb SHOCKEAR .  2 .  who has suffered a loss of oxygenated blood infusion or
irrigation in one or more organs, with the possibility of severe damage to it, and even death.  There are 5 types of
SHOCK: distributive shock, hypovolutive shock, cardiogenic shock, dissociative shock and obstructive shock.  2 . 
Stunned, demute, paralyzed

shockeado
SHOCKED anglilicism, in a state of shock, with partial or total loss of consciousness of lack of blood supply as a result
of a very serious event, which can be with respect to some organ of the body, such as large skin burns, or an external
event, such as finding a suicidal child. 

shockear
SHOCKEAR to produce shock or stoppage.  Figuratively, leave dumbfounded, speechless. 

shoegaze
SHOEGAZE English SHOE, shoe and GAZE look intensely, admire (something) for a long time.  It refers, however, to
something not related to footwear but to fit, as is that in an instrumental ensemble each of the instruments is confused
with the vocalist so that the voice becomes unclear and distinguished.  This genus is called SHOEGAZING



shoegazing
SHOEGAZING anglicism derived from the original term SHOEGAZE, from SHOE, shoe and GAZE, glimpse, cast the
eye in a prolonged way and with admiration.  It is a subgenre of indie rock and alternative rock originated in England and
that grew around the early 90s during the hippie era. 

sholco
SHOLCO In Guatemala Without teeth

shooter
SHOOTER Anglicism by SHOOTER , TRIGGER .  2 .  Video game of shots and shots .  This genre encompasses a
large number of subgenres that have the common characteristic of allowing you to control a character who, as a rule,
has a weapon that can be fired at will. 

shooting
SHOOTING anglilicism for shooting, shooting

shopping
SHOPPING of English shopping and, in turn, verb to shop, buy, and shop, shop.  2 .  Shopping 3 .  Apocope shopping
center, mall of crowded shops and food yards and, eventually, cinemas and places of fun.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be shopping, vitrinear

shopping bag
SHOPPING BAG Anglicism means bag for purchases

shot clock
SHOT CLOCK Shooting Clock .   Ella Mai song : 24 seconds, you better not stop; You have 24 seconds; can you beat
the shooting watch?

shots
SHOTS plural shot, neologism by drink, pencazo, shooting

shovo
SHOTO (and not SHOVO) character named Shoto Todoroki, son of Endeaviour, who is in class 1-A studying to be
professional HERO.  In Kanji Sho means fiery and to means freezing.  Todoraki is a common surname in Japan that
means fiery roar.

show bizz
SHOW BIZZ contraction of SHOW BUSINESS, entertainment business or entertainment performance. 

show fan
FAN SHOW person addicted to live artistic shows or shows. 

show porno
SHOW PORNO live show where you have sex



showcase
SHOWCASE showcase, display case 2.  Show, demonstrate

showcooking
SHOWCOOKING Anglilicism by cooking show modality of preparation of dishes in front of diners.  Born from a rather
playful television show Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be cooking show

showroom
SHOWROOM presentation room and exhibition of products and equipment Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be demonstration room, showroom, exhibition hall

showrooming
SHOWROOMING English word, action and effector to present in a salon products or models in a show-room, or
presentation room.  Showrooming is therefore the presentation of a parade of models or the presentation of new
vehicles or other product to the public.

showrunner
SHOWRUNNER anglilicism derived from SHOW, show and RUNNER, which he directs, produces; it was used in the
United States and Canada to designate the role of CHIEF executive and screenwriter of a television series.  Today it is
used extensively in the world of television. 

shunsho
Shunsho In Chile ironic and derogatory form to refer to people of low social class, uncultivated, who pronounce the ch
phoneme as sh and who, eventually, belong to the team of the University of Chile, whose logo is an owl or chuncho.

shur
SHUR ( heb .  Sh'r , 'wall [wall]' ) 1 .  Desert area, on the northeastern boundary of Egypt where the angel found Agar. 
Later, the Ismaelites occupied the territory adjacent to Shur.  The Israelites entered it after crossing the Red Sea.  It
seems to have been named after the fortifications that the Egyptians built along the Suez Isthmus to protect their country
from Asian incursions.  This defensive system, called 'the wall of princes' in Egyptian texts, existed at least from the
twentieth century to. C.  2 .  Door ( heb.  shaar, of uncertain significance) in the temple or in a palace in Jerusalem;

shusheta
shusheta in Argentina: of the lunfardo, dress elegantly, but also has the meaning of falluto or snitch.   From 1943 within
a campaign initiated by the military dictatorship that forced to suppress the lunfardo language in broadcasting, such as
any reference to drunkenness or expressions that were considered immoral or negative for the language or for the
country, this word was forbidden.  For this reason the tango Shusheta had to be renamed The Aristocrat. 

shushetar
SHUSHETAR in Argentina: lunfardo, make shusheta, pintear, walk elegantly 2.  blowing

siase
CIASE (and not SIASE ) reflexive form of the singular third-person CIAR verb of Anadar backward conditional mode,
paddle in reverse, . abandon a project or business, back down.  If the oxen can be a little, we can get them out of the
railing.



sicafilica
SICAPHILIC , A of the sica prefix, derived from sica, meaning fig but also female sex organ, and the prefix cyrillic, which
comes from the Greek philos, love, using more as a philosophy (philosophy and neutrophil) , so that YESCAFILO (or
SYCAFILO) is the one who is passionate, obsessed with the feminine, sexually and erotically speaking SICAPHILIC is
the quality of SICAFILIA or SICAFILO.  Do not confuse sica with sico (psycho), which means soul, whose motto has
been modernized removed the initial p-

sidaria
SIDARIO where people who are sick with AIDS live and are medically treated, who have contracted HIV.  2 .  person
with AIDS 3.  Relative or belonging to AIDS . 

sideshow
SIDESHOW from the English 'side', side, side, and 'show', show; are collectible figures of a specific subject, such as
Star Wars. 

sidispia
SIDISPIA does not exist this term.  The word is SIDIPSIA An intrusive and ill-intentioned way of interfering a person in
issues that do not correspond to him, and of which they have not asked for help or opinion. 

siento fascinación
I FEEL FASCINATION expression derived from the present first person of FEEL, experience and fascination, deep and
intense attraction

siervo de gleba
SERVANT OF GEBLA see SERVANT OF THE GEBLA

siervo de la gebla
SERVANT OF THE GEBLA 'GEBLA' is a Latin term that corresponds to the clod of earth that jumps when the plow is
passed and the earth is broken.  In the Middle Ages were called serfs of the gebla to those peasants who had a social
contract with the feudal lord who linked them to the land, so that when it was sold, the sale included the serfs of the
gebla. 

sig baby sohuer
SIG BABY SOHUER clawfal way to write BIG BABY SHOWER anglilicism by large baby shower, BABY PARTY or
BIRTH PARTY that make friends to the new mother or mother-to-be mother or father. 

sigificado de cuando los cerdos vuelen
WHEN THE CERDOS FLY Euphemism to Say Never

siginficativo
SIGNIFICANT (and not SIGINFICATIVE) Which is of importance, outstanding, remarkable, above average.

signicado de la abreviatura astr
MEANING OF ABBREVIATION ASTR SEE ASTR



significadi de huevonazo
HUEVONAZO in Chile : egg, very egg, goose, fool

signifikado de vistiendo
DRESSING gerundio of the verb DRESS , DRESS

signo de admiracion
ADMIRATION SIGN 1 .  Signal that is given praising or envying (something or someone) 2 .  Improper synonym of
exclamation mark ( or ! ) 

siguamonte
SIGUAMONTE in Mexico : pre-Hispanic stew typical of southern Mexico, based on roast beef, chicken broth, tomato,
guajillo chili, garlic, onion, salt, hydrated dough and epazote

silbatazo
WHISTLE whistle, a sound that is emitted with a whistle

silbatazos
WHISTLES pl of WHISTLE, whistle

silenciamiento
SILENCING Action and effect of SILENCE Make silent .

silobar
SILOBAR Silo is a global chain of hotels and SILO BAR are venues that are usually within them.  On Tripadvisor we can
find the SILO Rooftop BAR of Capetown, or Cape Town with 4/5 stars.  Also the Silo Bar of Santo Tomás de las Sierras,
in Saldungaray, Argentina, also qualified with 4/5 .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be silo bar, bar
silo

siloísta
SILOSTA who is a supporter of SILO, a hippie community that excelled in the 60s and 70s in Chile and Argentina.

silos
SILOS plural of SILO cylindrical tower for grain storage and conservation

silpat
SILPAT contraction of SILICONE MAT, brand name of a silicone sheet from Sasa Demarle Inc.  , MANUFACTURED IN
FRANCE , USED FOR BAKING BISCUITS , AND IN THE PRODUCTION OF SWEETS AND CANDIES , SO THAT FAT
OR BUTTER PAPER IS NOT REQUIRED TO AVOID ADHESIONS . 

silurio
SILURIO error by SILURO, Freshwater fish that inhabits the great rivers of Central Europe.  It is the largest peace and
can weigh up to 100 kilos. 



silvitato
SILVITATO from the Latin SILVI forest and the suffix -ato dignity, jurisdiction so it would be a domain of forests, as in
caliphate, orphanage.  The words bosquizal , bosquedal , bosquerío do not exist in the DLE .  2 .  Facebook user named
Silvi Tato .

simbiogénesis
SYMBIOGENESIS forming new genes through horizontal genetic transfer and the hatching of a new individuality that
integrates symbionts. 

similia similibus curantur
SIMILIA SIMILIBUS CURANTUR Latin phrase meaning "The similar, with the similar is cured" .  It is a principle of
hjomeopathy that proposes that the same thing that produces the disease produces the cure.  It is worth saying that the
beginning of the . vaccines can be extended to all treatments.  A small dose of what damages prepares the body to
generate the respective defenses for a major attack.

simpapeles
SIMPAPELES spelling error by WITHOUT PAPERS , without documentation

simpatizantes
PLURAL SYMPATHIZERS of SYMPATHIZER, who sympathizes, who has sympathy, empathy, condition. 

simpáticas
SYMPATHETIC f .  pl.  of SIMPÁTICO

simple ciego
SIMPLE CIEGO Masking technique in research in which the patient, but not the researcher/doctor, knows the group to
which he has been assigned, that is, the latter does not know what type of treatment the patient will be exposed to.

simposio de medicina
SYMPOSIUM OF MEDICINE of the Greek symposium , read; without means together .  a congress or meeting of
specialists in the area of health

sin amparo
NO PROTECTION without protection, without protection

sin arrugas
WITHOUT WRINKLES devoid of stretch marks or irregularities on its surface.  Smooth, lozano, smooth

sin atractivo
NO ATTRACTIVE Soso, crude, fome, boring

sin avisar
WITHOUT WARNING without prior announcement, without asking permission



sin cargo
NO FREE CHARGE, no payment required (for a product or service) 

sin chiste
NO JOKE Said of a person Who has no grace or attractiveness.  2 .  Said of a thing or object : without attractiveness,
but used as NO CHISTE means that it is a very serious matter : Shooting in the population is something without joke,
but dealing volumes bo is no joke .

sin control
NO CONTROL Uncontrollably, with nothing or anyone to direct or guide you.  Said of a border post, airport, guard post,
etc : no one to monitor who passes and who does not.

sin demora
NO DELAY without having to wait (a lot), (almost) right away

sin dientes
NO TEETH that has no dentures, toothless

sin elocuencia
WITHOUT ELOCUENCE without verbiarre, without beauty or pomposity in speaking, No fluidity or persuasion.  2 . 
Lacking art of persuading or moving by the word.

sin equidad
NO EQUITY see EQUITY, justice

sin estilo
NO STYLE .  In vulgar, ordinary form

sin excusas
NO EXCUSES you have no explanations

sin funcionar
WITHOUT WORKING Such an appliance or appliance : It is disconnected, turned off or decomposed .  Said of an office,
institution or company: that it is closed, which has suspended its attention work.

sin ganas
WITHOUT DESIRE WITHOUT DESIRE, WITHOUT ENERGY .  Be without desire: not having the courage (to do
something) 2.  No sexual appetite : I was not wanting so we went out for a wheelbarrore. 

sin habla
NO MUTE TALK, ATONITO

sin interés



NO INTEREST 1 .  Said of a loan or forward sale : No surcharges for monetary interest, for the cost of money.  2 .  Said
of an object, situation , event : That does not attract attention , boring .  Which isn't interesting.

sin limitaciones
NO LIMITATIONS without limits, you have no restrictions.  No conditions or exceptions.

sin oficio
NO TRADE without a job specialization

sin peso
NO WEIGHT that has no authority or influence

sin poder
NO POWER lacking authority or strength

sin premeditación
WITHOUT PREMEDITATION without having prepared or thought of it before; extempore. 

sin previo aviso
WITHOUT WARNING .  A legal expression indicating that an action has been executed, is running, or will be executed
without notifying the affected person in advance.

sin relleno
NO FILLING that are natural (breasts, buttocks) 

sin rodeos
NO RODEOS without preamble or circumloquies.  Directly. 

sin ropa
NO TEXTUAL CLOTHING, naked.  In Chile, figuratively, without resources, with pure daring.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be meritless, patudez, slash face

sin sentimientos
NO FEELINGS cold of spirit, selfish without mercy or sorrow (by someone or a group) 

sin tacha
NO Immaculate TACHA, no stain, no foul.

sin trabas
NO OBSTACLES without any obstacles, without hindrance Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
unimpeded, unhindered, without prohibitions



sin uso
NO USE New , a . 

sinceramiento
SINCERE ACTION of being sincere , revealing the truth , transparent , confession

sincericidio
SINCERICIDIO I will explain it with an example (mine ) : We got along badly with my wife and nothing happened in more
than 6 months.  She said ours was over.  Then I looked to the side I met someone and the thing was going great I went
to his office and told him I had someone else : SINCERICIDO .  First he thought it was a joke.  Then, when I reaffirmed,
Troy burned.  Stupid, you idiot! it was the softest thing I ever received.  It was for you to think again! You have to fire her
right away!!! I went to an Inquisition court and promised to finish and she promised to forgive and forget! If a man can't
win an argument against a woman, imagine what was against two (my sister-in-law).  Well, I complied and I've been
good.  She half forgave, but only after 5 years, but forgot? Never!

sincitio
SYNCYTIUM In biology : ? from Greek ??? syn together and ????? kytos box; cell with several nuclei resulting from the
fusion of several cells. 

sindrome de stendhal
STENDHAL SYNDROME See STENDHAL SYNDROME

sinergía humana
HUMAN SYNERGY interaction between people or groups of people so that their group actions are enhanced resulting in
a value greater than the sum of their actions if they were carried out individually and independently. 

sinestesia
SYNESTESIA one of at least 21 CHARACTER FIGURES, which are part of the 5 LITERARY FIGURES] or rhetorical
figures.  The meaning figures are 1.  Aphorism 2.  Allegory 3. Amphibology 4 .  Antithesis 5 . Antonomasia 6 .
Apostrophe 7.  Calambur 8 . Hipálage 9 .  Hyperbole 10 .  Fair guess 11. Metaphor 12.  Metonimia 13 .  Irony 14. 
Onomatopeya 15 .  Paradox 16.  Prosopopeya or personification 17 .  Simil 18 .  Comparison 19 .  Syncdoque 20. 
Synesthesia and 21.  Symbol.  The synesthesia in literature is to assign one of the senses to an object that cannot have
it : sound steps, sweet soul.  2 .  Mixture of the senses that can be produced with the use of lysergic drugs, in which, for
example, it can be smelled with the tongue or hear with the nose.  3 .  Musical works such as those of Gracia
Lovesexing, Luz sm and Wilkan Enika. 

sinestesica
SYNESTHESIA misspelling by SYNESTHETICs relating to SYNESTHESIA

sinestésica
SYNESTHESIA relative to SYNESTHESIA or union of sensations

sinestésico
SINESTESIC relating to or belonging to SINESTESIA



singleframe
SINGLEFRAME integrated grille of the Audi brand.  2 .  A single box (for example, two images) 

sinhogar
HOMELESS SINHOGAR

sinhogarismo
HOMELESSNESS phenomenon that combines the personal causes for which an individual lives in the street asylum or
relatives, and the structural causes of political, economic and social origin that hinder or prevent him from having a
home. 

sinnificado de greysi
SINNIFIED GREYSI SEE CRAZY

sinodalidad
SYNODALITY quality of SYNODAL, relative or belonging to the SYNOD, name of some Catholic councils and meetings
of Protestant pastors. 

sinograma
SINOGRAM Icons typical of Chinese writing, language that has about 5000 of them.  An ordinary Chinese knows around
2000.  This logographic writing system was formerly made from top to bottom, but the requirements of modern machines
transformed the procedure and today it is done from left to right.

sinonimica
SYNYNICAL , A ( and not SINONIMICA ) , Relative to synonyms .  Synonymy is a semantic relationship, that is, of
meaning, of several words to each other. They are, in good accounts, words that have identical or very similar meaning.

sinonimo aprender
synonymous with learning to see learn

sinonimo de afable
SYNONYM OF AFFABLE SLAM

sinonimo de apepú
APEPU In Argentina and Paraguay : Its scientific name is citrus aurantium , citrus gold .  The word derives from the
guarani apepu, meaning cleft shell.  It is a ruthaceae, a type of orange crust, with a very juicy fruit, reddish orange.

sinonimo de ayornar
SYNONYM OF AYORNAR see Ayornar Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be aggiornare, agiornar,
allornar

sinonimo de driblar
DRIBLAR in English to dribble, phonetic deformation of DRIBLEAR, pretending, doing the cachaña, doing a dribling or
dribbling, amagar : in football and other sports make a movement of the body to deceive and overdo an opponent



sinonimo de hociquirromo
FLAT HOCIQUIRROMO, which has a flat or flatned snout or nose. In Chile : It uses flat figuratively to express that it is
hastiado, with the flat face to bear (something or someone) : it has me flat with its diatribes. 

sinonimo desatina
DISSATINAR committing a snap, being inopportune, saying or doing something inappropriate or inappropriate.  Doing
something unsi intelligent, clumsy

sinonimo reparcion
REPAIR (and not REPARCION ) is the action and effect of REPAIRing something or situation.  Fixing what is damaged. 
It can be an artifact, such as a relationship or damage caused that is compensated with money.

sinonimos de cuquear
SYNONYMS OF CUQUEAR (and we do not feel) whirling, instilling, disturbing, inciting, irritating, displeasing, twisting,
bullying, provoking.  In Chile : scrub in Mexico : cucar .  2 .  Get out of school

sinonimos de gustar
Like.  1 .  Test food : DEGUSTAR , CATAR , TRY , PALADEAR , SABOREAR .  2 .  Said of people : Please, satisfy,
attract, like.  I liked your brother.  Did you like it?3.  Said of situations or things : Meet objective .  Attract.  The project
liked.  I liked the trip.  The campaign is going to like it.

sinónimo de alto
SYNONYM OF HIGH elevated, spiked, steep, high, grown, tall, conspicuous, important, eminent, prominent

sinónimo de desvaneció
VANISHED 1.  Said of a person : He fainted, lost consciousness 2 .  Said of a liquid; lost its aroma or attributes by
evaporating essences 3.  Said of an object, colloquially; disappeared (it was stolen) Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be fainting, losing their smell or taste by evaporation, evaporating, disappearing

sinónimos con la h
SYNONYMS WITH H If what is asked is synonymous words that begin with the axe we can mention horrifying and
horrifying; horrific and horrendous, fork and last, historiography and historian, hyperessia and hypersensitivity,
hygrometer and hygroscope

sinónimos de organelo
SYNONYMS OF ORGANELO each of the different structures contained in cytoplasm, especially in eukaryotic cells.  The
more primitive prokaryotic cells lack some of these organelles. 

sinónimos de salubrista
SALUBRISTA people in the health area responsible for investigating the behaviour of ailments in the population with a
view to mitigating their causes and effects.  Within the group are infectologists, virologists and epidemiologists. 

sinónimos de salubrista
SALUBRISTA people in the health area responsible for investigating the behaviour of ailments in the population with a
view to mitigating their causes and effects.  Within the group are infectologists, virologists and epidemiologists. 



sintagma nominal
NOMINAL SINTAGMA Phrase that constitutes a syntactic unit and contains a name (hence nominal ) that can be a noun
or a substantive pronoun .  Generally this phrase precedes another part of the sentence, to which it is referring

sintagma nominal
NOMINAL SINTAGMA Phrase that constitutes a syntactic unit and contains a name (hence nominal ) that can be a noun
or a substantive pronoun .  Generally this phrase precedes another part of the sentence, to which it is referring

sintagmas nominales
NOMINAL SINTAGMAS , nominal sintagma lde plura .  See NOMINAL SINTAGMA

sintagmas verbales
VERBAL WITHOUT VERBAL SINTAGMA VERBAL

sintecho
SINTECHO said of a person or group : it has no place of its own to live. 

sioma
SIOMA 1 .  Tourist place in Western Province, Zambia 2 In Chile : brand of women's wallets 3 . in Colombia company
and web application that continuously and permanently controls the level of the water tables in an agricultural land to
optimize the cultivation process.  It was developed by mechatronic engineers from the University of Antioquia
(Colombia). 

sirio-españla
SIRIO-SPANISH (and non-Syrian-spanish) 1 .  Syrian based in Spain or vice versa.  2 .  Person daughter of Syrian
father and Spanish mother, or vice versa.  3 Person born in Spain, to Syrian parents, or vice versa. 

sismorresistencia
SISMORRESISTECIA Ability to withstand the effect of an earthquake (by a structure)

sisplicente
IFSPLICENT spelling error by displicent, displeasing, displeasure, that displace . 

sistema de signos
SYSTEM OF SIGNS Method of communication of messages through written characters or through signals previously
established between the parties .  The letters, the gerbils, the icons, the ideograms are signs of writing, the code of the
deaf-mute are living signs.  The Braille sign system is tactile, for blind people.

sistema híbrido
HYBRID SYSTEM a computer, machinery or object that combines two independent operating modes.  Typical case is
that of hybrid vehicles that run on gasoline and also by electricity. 

sistema interbolsa
INTERBOLSA SYSTEM 1 former Interbolsa Finantial Group, a Colombian securities brokerage company that had more



than 29% of the stock market and that by various frauds and diversion of funds the government closed it in 2012 going
its president and others to jail.  In 2020 it has operations abroad. 

sistemas computacionales
PLURAL COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEMS OF COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEM Generally refers to software (SW ) developed
as an application to be executed on a computer.  Computer systems require proper hardware (HW) or equipment, call it
hard drives, magnetic tapes, printers, lectogrators, modems, consoles, terminals, etc.  , an operating system that
electronically controls the HW and the processing itself of the application and data, and of an input or data to be
processed.

sitatunga
SITATUNGA Antelope of the central area of Africa, shy in character and that likes to spend long periods in the water and
is specially adapted for environments with lots of mud.  The male has 2 elongated spiral and semi-straight horns.  Its
body is brown fur with white lines crossing the sides and a series of small white patches.  The male measures about 80
to 1. 16 meters high.  The female is much smaller and weighs about a third.

sitcom
SITCOM anglilicism, contraction by SITUATION COMEDY or comedy of situations, jocosas, ambiguous and
misunderstandings. 

situacion operativa
OPERATIONAL SITUATION fem spelling error of operational situation

situacionista
SITUATIONIST that takes advantage of situations with an artistic purpose, which makes use of the realities that are
presented to build situations.  2 .  Everything related to the construction of situations.  The idea is to change the world
through the overcoming of all artistic expressions, acting in coordination with this purpose.  In this quest, the artistic
world constituted the IS, perhaps parodying the Socialist International, to fight against the class difference and
oppression that the capitalist system imposed in the Western world.  It was founded in 1957 with an initial intention to
overcome previous revolutionary artistic movements gestated in the mid-20th century, such as Dadaism, Surrealism and
Lyricism. 

situación economica
ECONOMIC SITUATION Said of a country or region .  State of wealth or poverty in which you are at any given time, of
its slackness or of difficulties. Level of economic growth of a nation 2.  Said of a person : Balance between the income
she generates and the commitments she has to serve.

situación urgente
URGENT SITUATION critical event that requires immediate attention. 

siukiu
SIU KIU (and not SIUKIU) is a fantastic place in a Japanese tale, where the Moon comes down to earth and takes a girl,
Ruma to know this enchanted country.

sixe
SIXE Should actually be SIXER since it derives from the Filadepfia basketball team, the 76's or sixers because



seventysixers is very long and strange.  Then a member of the sixers fanatic is a sixer.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be sixer, sixers, 76 39 , s , seventysixer

símbolos
PLURAL SYMBOLS of SYMBOL

síndeton
SÍNDETON Copulatory conjunction : y , e , ni , that .   Possible spelling error by ASÍNDETON[/E[ literary figure of group
of 1 .  Diction figures consisting of the 4 subgroups 1. 1 TRANSFORMATION FIGURES or METAPLASMOs , 1 . 2
REPEAT FIGURES 1 . 3 OMISSION FIGURES and 1 . 4 .  POSITION FIGURES .  Within the omission figures are 1. 3 .
1 SONDETON , 1 . 3 . 2 Zeugma , 1 . 3 . 3 .  ELLIPSIS or ellipse, 1 . 3 . 4 .   1 . 3 . 4 SILEGMA , 1 3 . 5 RETICENCIA or
APOSEOPESIS , 1 . 3 . 6 BRAQUILOGY and 1 . 3 . 7 PARALIPSIS or PRETERITION .  The asyndeton is the
suppression of the copulatory conjunction to enhance the elegance of the phrase. 

síndrome de stendhal
STENDHAL SYNDROME cardiac palpitations, sweating, vertigo, confusion, fear that you feel when the person is
overwhelmed by beauty in a museum, a place with many pieces of art, a battlefield, ruins or other historical scenarios. 

síndrome triple x
TRIPLE X TRIPLE X SYNDROME, or XXX, is the symbolism by pornography of greater explicitness, explicit sex and
without taboos.  But here it's about something totally different, like it's a genetic failure of an individual's chromosomes. 
The male has 46 chromosomes in each cell, 23 contributed by the female and 23 by the male.  This includes the pair of
sex chromosomes XX produces a man, XY a woman.  When a random alteration occurs and 47 chromosomes are
formed we have this syndrome, which, among other diseases, causes Down syndrome Children have vertical folds of
the skin that cover the inner corners of the eyes (epicanthic folds), widely spaced eyes and other peculiar features. 

sínquisis
SYNQUISIS also SYNCHYSIS LITERARY FIGURE of the group of DICTION FIGURES , subgroup POSITION
FIGURES .  It consists of transposing words to alter the order of the sentence or to achieve a rhyme.  Its use in Latin
was clarified by the declinations, which in Spanish is not feasible because there is no category, making it difficult to
understand the phrase.  From Luis de Góngora : From this, therefore, formidable of the landbostezo, the melancholy
empty Polifemo, horror of that mountain range, barbaric hut is, dark hostel, and spacious fold where it enclosesasas the
rough peaks, goat, of the mountains hides : copy bellaque a whistle and a sel rock.  Source: https : //www . rhetorical.
com/2011/10/examples-of-synchisis . Html.

síntesis hidrotermal
HYDROTHERMAL SYNTHESIS set of methods that reproduce the generation of some gems.  It is similar to the "FLUX"
method because it tries to create synthetic gems , (especially emeralds and other beriles) from the dissolution or
crystallization of its components

skate
SKATE anglicism by skate

skate park
SKATE PARK literally, skate park.  Place specifically designed with tracks to perform this sport. 



skater
SKATER in English 'skater' skateboarder, skateboard. 

skimmer
SKIMMER Anglicism by ESPUMADERA , liquid filter .  This is usually called the filter that collects trash from the water
surface of the pools. 

skimming
SKIMMING suction of surface water from a pool by means of the skimmer installed on the walls, near the surface, and
which allows the correct filtering of water. 

skinbooster
SKINBOOSTER anglicism derived from SKIN, skin and BOOSTER, amplifier (pressure, voltage); in aesthetics: booster
is a beauty activator, that is, it has a higher concentration than that of a serum and its cosmetic action is more specific. 
In this case it is a booster that rejuvenates the skin. 

skincare
SKIN CARE (and not SKINCARE) verbatim, facial care, cosmetics for facial care

skipper
SKIPPER Anglicism from TO SKIP, jump, skip.  He's the one who jumps or skips something.  2 .  Pattern, leader,
commander, captain, owner

skybar
SKYBAR anglilicism by bar or restaurant on the top floor or terrace of a high-rise building, usually with a great
panoramic view. 

skyline
SKYLINE Horizon.  2 .  SKY AIRLINES, Chilean airline

slack
SLACK English word used in project control, particularly in Gantt and analog cards.  Slack, space, time or free distance
between two events.

slacks
Slack 1 plural SLACKS.  Slack 2 .  A term used in Project Control to describe gaps between activities, which do not alter
the critical path of the project.  3 .  Part of a rope or line that is not being used.  4 .  Shorts for casual use.

slay
SLAY verbatim 1 .  kill a person or animal with sword or knife 2 .  Having sex with someone 3 .  Make someone laugh.  4
.  Colloquially, do something extraordinarily well, particularly in the artistic area.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be doing very well

sleeping pack



SLEEPING PACK English sleeping package.  It is not a sleeping pill, but a cosmetic mask that is applied before sleeping
in replacement of the moisturizer, to dawn with the smoothest and brightest skin. 

slip dress
SLIP DRESS, anglilicism meaning sleeping dress, lencera inspired dress, silk or fabric and lace worn in lingerie. 

slow
Slow SLOW (mind, reactions, speed).  As an inperative of the verb TO SLOW ( DOWN ) means quiet, calm down

slow fashion
SLOW FASHION , Anglicism that means slow fashion .  It refers to fashion that discourages the disposal of large
quantities of fabrics and textiles and clothing products and the most environmentally responsible use. it is opposed to
FAST FASHION, excessive and constant use of clothes at low cost, which encourages you to discard quickly and buy
the newest. 

slum
SLUM anglilicism for a very poor and populated area, especially a city

small
SMALL English word meaning small 2 .  one of the clothing sizes, abbreviated by S.  Others are M, medium and L, large
or large, XL and XXL extralarge. 

small cell
SMALL CELL English language meaning minibattery or microbattery.  They are low-power radial access nodes that are
licensed or not and operate within a radius of 10 meters to several kilometers.

smart electric device
SMART ELECTRIC DEVICE Smart Electrical Appliance, English DEVICE, ELECTRIC device, electric and SMART
skilled, smart.  Refers to a computer that can automatically be activated, operated or shut down.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be Smart Device, Robotic Device

smart electric drive
SMART ELECTRIC DRIVE probably meant SMART ELECTRIC DEVICE .  The first expression means INTELLIGENT
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION, i.e. a mobile, vehicle or machine, can be electrically operated by artificial intelligence. 

smart tv
SMART TV anglicism by smart TV, which accesses the internet through wifi. 

smartphones
SMARTPHONES plural anglilicism of SMARTPHONE or smartphone

smartwatch
SMARTWATCH Anglicism by SMART WATCH, wristwatch that has a variable number of other functions, such as
measuring pressure, emitting an alarm sound, counting steps, connecting to an iphone or tablet. 



smombies
Mombi is a variant of zombie, to represent a mother who has not been able to sleep for long periods of time because of
one or more babies.

smörgåsbord
A variety of open sandwiches and culinary delicacies served as hors d'ouevres or in a buffet. 

sms
Short Mesaage Service SMS acronyms are pure mm text messages MMS Multimedia Message Service also allows the
sending of animated icons, videos and sound

snack
SNACK 1 .  a small food that is served between meals 2 .  A sexually attractive person 3 .  verb.  serve yourself a
tentenpié . 

snapchat
SNAPCHAT message app for smart mobiles created in 2011 in Java and Objective-C which, in addition to text, supports
image, video and filters for photos. 

snaptube
SNAPTUBE App to download videos and music for free.  There are versions for Android and other platforms.  Download
Videos and Music FreeVideo resolutions are offered in 144p, 720p, HD 1080p, HD 2k, HD 4K and AUDIO formats in
MP3 or M4A.

sneaker
SNEAKER casual and sporty dress shoe

sneaker lovers
SNEAKER LOVERS spelling error by SNEAKERS LOVER, textually lover of sneakers

sneakers
SNEAKERS anglilicism by ZAPATILLAS

snooc
SNOOC Snow gliding machine invented in France, where you can go sitting up hill or down hill, without needing to be a
good skier. 

snowboard
SNOWBOARD anglilicism, SNOW, snow and BOARD, board or plank; snow table

snowboarding
SNOWBOARDING Sport that is done with a snowboard in snow.  From the English word snow, snow and board, board,
plank or slate.



sobaquenas
SOBAQUENAS In Argentina, who sucks another's penis.

soberanas
Female and plural sovereign SOBERANAS .  See sovereign .

soberanos
SOBERANO PLURALS OF SOBERANO 1 .  Noun, King 2 independent, free to make his own determinations. 

sobre jersey
ABOUT JERSEY 1 related to Jersey, territory comprising the island located in the English Channel, in addition to several
uninhabited islets.  Of about 100 thousand inhabitants, it is dependent on the British crown: today comes out an article
about Jersey and as it gave its toponymic to New Jersey, state of the United States.  2 .  On a smooth fabric, called
jersey: on the internet there is a tutorial of embroidery on jersey. 

sobrecalentado
OVERCALNTED PARTiciple of OVERCALNTAR 1 .  overheat (something), 2.  exceed the saturation temperature of a
steam or boiling point 3.  Said of an economy: when a country productive regime cannot keep pace with aggregate
demand growth. 

sobrecalificar
OVERQUALIFY to qualify in a better way than the corresponding one.  Misrepresent information about a person's
abilities, equipment, medication, or otherwise. 


